What is the difference between a concrete and a plaster mixer?

A concrete mixer is used to mix thick mixes that may contain rocks, sand and cement better
called concrete, Concrete may be used for setting posts, pouring concrete foundations and
slabs. Any mix that uses rock or other course aggregate is best prepared in a concrete
mixer.
The plaster mixer, or mortar mixers is used to mix exterior stucco, interior plaster or mortar
for brick, block, floor tile, etc., and any mixes that “do not contain rock, gravel or any other
aggregates”. Many contractors use Concrete Mixers to mix mortar for brick or block, but we
recommend a mortar mixer for this type of mixes.

What sizes are available in concrete mixers?

We have five different drum sizes available. Batch capacities available are:
1/4 to 1/2 sack = 3 cu. ft.
1/2 to 3/4 sack = 4 cu. ft.
1 to 1-1/4 sack = 7 cu. ft.
1 to 1-1/2 sack = 9 cu. ft.
1-1/2 to 2 sack = 12 cu. ft.

What sizes are available in plaster/mortar mixers?

We have five different drum sizes available. Batch capacities available are:
2 to 2-1/2 sack = 6 cubic ft.
2-1/2 to 3 sack = 8 cubic ft.
3 to 3-1/2 sack = 9.5 cubic ft.
3-1/2 to 4 sack = 12 cubic ft.
4 to 4-1/2 sack = 16 cubic ft.

Are TK mixers available in different engines/motors types?

All Mortar mixers are available in both gasoline and electric versions. Our gas mixers are
powered with Honda engines and Baldor for electric power sources.
Concrete Mixers are also available with gas & electric versions. Also, diesel engines are
available upon request.

Do TK mixers come with different tires/wheel sizes?
Yes!

For 6 cu.fu mortar mixer, and 7 cu.fu. Concrete mixer and 6 cu. fu. poly drum concrete
mixers come with 4.80X12” LRBD.
For mortar mixers bigger than 6 cu.fu and concrete mixers than 7 cu.fu. we use 165-80
R13″ tires.
Both are highway safe.

Do the gears on a concrete mixer need to be greased?
No!

Although, if you grease them there might be a slight noise reduction, the grease can collect
dust and dirt which will act as an abrasive, thus wearing the gears prematurely.

Are parts easy to replace?
Yes!

Our mixers are designed so that most parts can be replaced on the job site with normal
tools.

How do I get parts for a mixer?
Contact Toolots Customer Service.

What is the warranty period?

1-year limited warranty under any manufacturing defect. All guarantees and warranties of
electric motors and gasoline engines are subject to their respective manufacturers. They
have authorized service centers in most cities.

Are TK mixers highways safe?
Yes!

All TK mixers came with high speed hubs & wheels, and with a standard 2″ ball hitch or
Pintle hitch at no extra cost. Other hitch styles are available, such as – bulldog hitch upon
an extra fee and request.

What size extension cord should be used with electric powered
mixers?
The wire gauge selection will vary with the length of the extension cord from the power
source and the amperage required by the motor:

Size of wire

25 ft.

50 ft.

14-gauge

15 amps

15 amps

12-gauge

20 amps

20 amps

10-gauge

30 amps

30 amps

Can the electric motor cord be plugged into 220 volts?

Not with the standard electric motors. However, 220 volt or 3 phase motors can be
purchased and factory installed on a special order basis.

Do I need to register my mixer to my local motor vehicle
authority?

Requirements vary according to your location. You should check with the motor vehicle
agency in your area.

Are lights or fenders required for towing?

Not usually, but you should check with your local highway authorities to be sure.
We have both upgrades available upon request.

Is there anything in particular about gasoline engines that I
should know?
Yes!

The fuel valve should always be turned to the OFF position before towing the mixer. If you
fail to do this, the engine cylinder may fill with gasoline making the engine unable to start.
To clear this, it may be necessary to remove the spark plug from the engine with a spark
plug wrench.
Also, all mixers are shipped with no fluid (gas & oil) please do not run the engine before
checking the levels.

Instructions:

Pull the starter cord several times to force the raw fuel from the piston chamber.
Replace the spark plug wire.
Start the engine by using the usual procedure.
In addition, check the oil in the crankcase. It may have become contaminated with fuel and
would need to be replaced.

CONCRETE VS MORTAR
What’s the difference between “cement,” “concrete” and “mortar”? The terms refer to
substances that have three distinct purposes:
Cement: The binding element in both concrete and mortar.
Concrete: A product composed of cement, sand and gravel or other coarse aggregate.
When water is mixed in with this product, it activates the cement, which is the element
responsible for binding the mix together to form one solid object.
Mortar: A product composed of cement and sand. When water is mixed in with this product,
the cement is activated. Whereas concrete can stand alone, mortar is used to hold together
bricks, stones or other components.
How dense is wet concrete? Concrete and mortar both have a density of about 2 to 2.1
tons per cubic meter. This figure applies both to wet and cured material. There are special
lightweight concretes as low as 1.4 t/cu m.

MORTAR MIXER
•

•

•

A mortar mixer essentially is a stationary horizontal trough inside of which is a motordriven horizontal shaft with attached paddles that perform the mixing operation. The
mixing paddles can be powered by an electric motor or gasoline engine. Some mortar
mixers use a circular vertical drum. In these machines, the mixing shaft and its attached
paddles are oriented vertically.
A concrete mixer features a round rotating barrel-like drum with paddles fastened to the
inside of the drum. In operation, the drum tips up at an angle and a gasoline engine or
electric motor rotates the drum. One end of the drum is open for loading the concrete
ingredients and unloading the finished concrete.
As the concrete mixer’s drum rotates, the paddles lift and drop the ingredients over and
over again to mix up slurry that will later harden into concrete. When the mixing is done,
the drum tips down to pour out the wet mixture for use. A concrete mixer can also make
mortar (but not as good as in a mortar mixer) but a mortar mixer cannot make concrete
because the gravel in the mixture will jam the moving paddles.

CONCRETE MIXER OSHA REGULATIONS
CONSTRUCTION SAFETY AND HEALTH OUTREACH PROGRAM
U.S. Department of Labor

OSHA Office of Training and Education
May 1996
INTRODUCTION
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s standard, Subpart Q, Concrete and
Masonry Construction, Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 1926.700
through 706, sets forth requirements with which construction employers must comply to
protect construction workers from accidents and injuries resulting from the premature
removal of formwork, the failure to brace masonry walls, the failure to support precast
panels, the inadvertent operation of equipment, and the failure to guard reinforcing steel.
SCOPE AND APPLICATION
The standard, Subpart Q, prescribes performance-oriented requirements designed to help
protect all construction workers from the hazards associated with concrete and masonry
construction operations at construction, demolition, alteration or repair worksites. Other
relevant provisions in both general industry and construction standards (29 CFR Parts 1910
and 1926) also apply to these operations.
Read full article on: https://www.osha.gov/doc/outreachtraining/htmlfiles/concrete.html

PROTECT YOUR BODY
PROTECT YOUR HEAD AND EYES

Protect your body is important while working with concrete, some tips to help you:
Protect Your Head: Wear a hard hat for head protection! Working on a construction site
presents a variety of items to avoid that can cause serious head injury. Both construction
equipment and tools are frequent potential hazards to concrete contractors and do-it-yourselfers.
Protect Your Eyes: Wear proper eye protection when working with cement or concrete.
Splattering concrete and blowing dust can easily enter your eyes during a concrete
placement. Wear full cover goggles or safety glasses with side shields, depending on the
conditions at your project.
Protect Your Skin: Protect yourself from skin irritation and chemical burns when working
with fresh concrete. Severe burns can result with on-going contact between fresh concrete
and skin surfaces, eyes, and clothing. Get minor burns treated by a physician, if they
persist. Seek immediate medical help if burns affect a large area of your skin or appear to
be deep.
Protect Your Skin: Avoid direct skin contact with sand and aggregate since they are very
abrasive to your skin. Don’t handle wet cement directly since it is basic so it will be injurious
to your skin.
Protect Your Skin. Don’t handle cement without protection since it will draw moisture from
your skin. Wear protective clothing, such as waterproof gloves, long-sleeved shirts, and
long pants to keep the concrete from making contact with your skin.
Protect Your Skin: Ensure the protective clothing stays dry so it does not transfer the
alkaline or hygroscopic effects to the skin. Wear rubber boots if you must stand in the fresh
concrete while it is being placed, screened, or floated to prevent concrete from flowing into
them and making contact with your lower legs, ankles and feet.
Protect Your Skin: Use waterproof pads to protect your skin, knees, elbows, or hands from
contact with fresh concrete during finishing. Flush eyes and skin that come in contact with

fresh concrete immediately with clean water.
Protect Your Skin: Rinse clothing saturated from contact with fresh concrete quickly with
fresh water. Wear clean, dry, clothing each work day or for your project. Take a bath or
shower at the end of the work day or the conclusion of your do-it-yourself project.
Protect Your Back: Be careful how you move heavy materials. Working with the normal
materials that are required to make and pour concrete such as cement, aggregate, sand,
and water can be very strenuous to the average person’s back. Most of these materials are
heavy even in small quantities.
Protect Your Back: Take care to lift properly keeping your back straight and your legs bent
to avoid serious back strain. Carry these materials, if you have to, keeping them waist high
and centered between your legs to lessen the chance for injury.
Protect Your Back: Use mechanical or manual equipment whenever possible to move
materials as close to its final placement area. Use a cement mixer’s chute, a concrete
pump, or just a wheelbarrow to get the concrete placed. Push the concrete to its final
position with a shovel or similar tool. Do not lift the concrete mix.

FINDING THE RIGHT MIXER
Before purchasing a mixer, the biggest consideration a mason contractor should weigh is
whether they want to invest in performance, durability and options that are available with a
quality mixer.
One of the most important considerations is not only the durability of the components and
parts of the mortar mixer, but also the availability of replacement parts.
Replacement parts can be found easily for most mixers on the market, but to prevent too
many work stoppages, look for quality components. This will help in determining the general
cost of ownership.
Another really imports aspects before buying a new mixer is the durability and efficacy of
the paddles and drums. Short deep drums are more efficient than long, shallow drums
because the paddles don’t have to move the material as far. Determine the drum capacity
and power required. Ask for metal drums thick, and mixers unique features against
competitors.
Following the industry trends it is a factor to consider when buying new equipment, in the
past years this trend includes the hydraulic mixers, which are more expensive than belt
drive and/or gearbox drive mixers, and generally are employed by bigger contracting
companies that need to mix larger loads. Additionally, these machines can operate in
reverse to unplug mixes, less maintenance and less worn parts to replace.
Read full article on: http://www.masonrymagazine.com/4-07/mixers.html

CHOOSING THE RIGHT ENGINE TYPE
ELECTRIC MOTOR
Advantages
• These motors are available for both mortar & concrete mixer.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Electric motors are less expensive to buy and easy to use.
Electric motors are available with a dual voltage option, perfect for switching voltages.
They are the best option for light mixers, general home use.
Ideal for indoors usage.
Less noise than a gasoline/diesel engine.
Electric motors are often cheaper to run than diesel or petrol types, although this can
vary from manufacturer.

Disadvantages
Electric motors need a nearby mains power source or a generator.
There is always a risk of electrocution in wet conditions, so they are not ideal for
contractors who must work in all weathers.
• Electric motors are generally lower powered than the equivalents, so tend to have a
much smaller capacity.
•
•

DIESEL ENGINES
Advantages
Diesel models are extremely robust and very reliable.
These mixers are much more economical than gas powered mixers.
Diesel mixers have a huge capacity, so are perfect for large or outside town jobs and
frequent use.
• Diesel motor is powerful, and delivers a lot of torque, ensuring thorough mixing and
aeration.
• Storing diesel is much safer than storing gasoline and is much less likely to cause flash
fires and explosions.
•
•
•

Disadvantages
Diesel engines are dangerous if misused, so some safety training is advisable.
Diesel engines are noisier than gasoline or electric.
The ‘side wheel’ used to tip the drum and empty the mixture requires physical strength to
use.
• The fumes produced means that diesel mixers should never be used in unventilated
areas.
• Diesel engines are notoriously poor starters in cold conditions, although some models
incorporate an electric pre-warmer.
•
•
•

NOTE: Diesel Mixers are only available for Concrete mixers

GASOLINE ENGINES
Advantages
Gasoline engines are much lighter than diesel mixers yet have enough power for most
tasks.
• Gasoline engines parts are easier to get from local dealers
• Gasoline engines are not as expensive as the diesel-powered mixers.
•

Disadvantages
Storing and filling the mixer with gasoline is extremely dangerous and users should be
properly trained.
• Gasoline concrete mixers are the highest maintenance type and are prone to
breakdowns and reliability issues.
• Gas mixers are usually the most expensive type to operate, which can be a big
difference if the machine is used frequently.
• Gasoline motors produce dangerous carbon monoxide fumes, so these mixers must
never be operated in enclosed areas.
•

